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The set of primes which have lead digit 1 does not have relative natural density 
in the prime numbers. However, Bombieri has shown that this set does have relative 
Zeta density equal to log,, 2. This means that a prime chosen at random (w.r.t. the 
Zeta distribution) will have lead digit 1 with the determined probability. Here the 
question, Is this a special property of Zeta density or a more universal property of 
primes? is answered. It is shown that for any generalization of relative natural 
density (obeying a few basic assumptions) if a value is assigned to the relative 
density of primes of lead digit 1 then this value is always log,, 2. Another density 
which does converge on this set is also exhibited. Additionally the relative densities 
of primes beginning with any specified string of digits are found. 
About 100 years ago, Newcomb ([4]) noticed that tables of random 
integer statistics contain unevenly large proportions of numbers which begin 
with the lower digits. For the purpose of this paper, we will call the digits on 
the left the beginning; e.g., the number 382 begins with 3, with 38, and with 
382. The proportion of decimal numbers beginning with the string of digits k 
is found to be log,,((k + 1)/k). Note that 
log,,f+ log,,;+ **. + log,,+ 1 and ;’ log,, k+l 
kZ?O 
- = log,, 2, 
k 
etc. This is perhaps counterintuitive; superficially, we might expect the initial 
digits 1, 2,..., 9 to be equidistributed with density 4. To explain the unusual 
distribution that occurs, some investigators have tried to show that decimal 
numbers beginning with the digit(s) k have density log,,((k + 1)/k) in the 
natural numbers. (For a review, see [5].) 
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The natural density of a set of non-negative integers S is defined as 
n(S) = lim 
(the number of elements in S < m) 
(*) m+m m 
when the limit exists. 
Let Z, be the set of positive integers beginning with the string of digits k, 
and let A, E Z, f?A for any set A c N. The limit (*) does not exist for the 
set S = Z,. In fact, for S = Z,, the density quotient oscillates between d and 
$ as n --f co. Some authors have sought to extend the concept of density; e.g., 
the Zeta density of a set S is defined as 
It can be shown that any set with a natural density has the same Zeta 
density [6, p. 761, and d&Z,) = log,, 2. (See, e.g., [2].) Cohen [I] showed 
that any definition of density which satisfies certain minimal conditions 
(“supernatural density”) will give rise to this First Digit Phenomenon 
(FDP). The two previously discussed densities satisfy the criteria for super- 
natural densities. 
It has also been found that certain subclasses of integers display the FDP, 
notably the set P of prime numbers. Bombieri [6] has computed the relative 
Zeta density of P, w.r.t. P and found that 
hm (’ 
InEP, m-“) 
id1 (CPEP p-“) = l%o 2. 
We will now extend the concept of supernatural density to the “Relative 
Supernatural Density.” We show that any relative supernatural density d, 
for the primes gives the result dp(Pk) = log,,((k + 1)/k). 
We adopt the following notation. Let S be a set of natural numbers. Then 
#(S)r the number of elements in S, S[a, 6)~ (m E S: a < m < b}, 
S(m) s S[O, m), rS = (2km: m E S,k = 0, 1. 2 ,... }, and, if k E N, kS = 
{km: m E S}. {Note that r(S,) # [rS],, IrSJ[a, b) # r(S[a, 6)) k(S,) # [Ml,, 
[kS][a, b) # k(S[a, b)).} Note also that rS = S U 2rS. If A c S, the relative 
natural density of A w.r.t. S is defined as 
n,(A) 3 lim W(m)) 
m-a’ #(S(m)) 
when the limit exists. 
We will call a finitely additive density j, defined on subsets of rS an 
Imbedded Relative Natural Density (IRSD) iff 
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(i) j,(A)/j,(S) = n,(A) for all A c S such that n,(A) exists, 
(ii) j,(2B) = f j,(B) for all B c tS, 
(iii) (a) j,(S n 2tS) = 0, (b)j,(S,) =js( [ ?rS],). 
(iv) j,(tS) = 1. 
Then, the Relative Supernatural Density (RSD) of A w.r.t. S is defined by 
Axiom (i) says that j, should extend the relative natural density. We 
exclude finite sets S from consideration. Axiom (ii) says that j, should have 
an important property that the natural density (*) has. Axiom (iii)(b) says 
that S, has j, density and that, given Axiom (iii)(a), the elements of S and 
2tS are evenly distributed in rS w.r.t. j,. From Axiom (iv), it follows that 
j,(S) = j,(2sS) = 4. 
IRSD’s do not exist for all infinite subsets of n\l. For example, if 
S = {2k: k = 0, 1,2,...] then S = rS, but n,(2S) = n,(2rS) = n,(S) = 1. 
However, the following facts show that we can consistently satisfy 
Axioms (i)-(iv) for the prime numbers. 
LEMMA 0. P n 2sP = 0. 
LEMMA 1. (4 %(p> = i. (b) qrp,k(pk) = i. 
Proof: (a) First, #( [tP](m>) = #(P(m)) + #( [~P](m/2)). 
Thus for any m2 < [log, m], where the brackets denote the greatest integer 
function, m = 2m2x, with x > 1, and 
m2 
#([rP](m)) = #([rP](x)) + L’ #(P(Z”x)>. 
k:l 
We will take a two-stage limit; first m, + co, then x + co. 
By the Prime Number Theorem, if 6 > 0, there exists y, such that y > y,, 
implies IW(~)YWO)) - 1 I < 6. 
Hence, for x sufficiently large, 
(1 - 6) 2m,x 
In(x) + m2 In 2 #(P(2%)) 
#([rP](x)) + (1 + 4 c:z1 2kX 
G #([rP](x)) + E.2 1 7wvkx)) 
In(x) + k In 2 
(1 + S) 2m*x 
< 
In(x) + m2 In 2 
#([4(x>) + (1 - 4 c21 1n(x)2;k In 2 * 
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Now, for any I,, 
m2 
\’ 2k-m2 In(x) + m2 In 2 c- 2-/ In(x) + ml In 2 
k:l ( ln(x)+kln2 =,zO i i In(x) + (m, - I) In 2 
mz- I 
+ ,=;+, 2-’ ( 
In(x) + m, In 2 
In(x) + (m, - 1) In 2 
We find that 
1 ,Z+‘, 2-’ ( ln$;y-$;n2j~ <2-‘“ll+(io~ntt:“2j 
and 
2(1 -2-W”) < \‘ 2-1 
i 
In(x) + m, In 2 
/S In(x) + (m, - I) In 2 
<2 
In(x) + m2 In 2 
In(x) + (mz - 1,) In 2 
Of course I, can be chosen arbitrarily large so that 
Then, fixing x and letting m, + co, 
so that 
(1 -4 #(P(2Qx)) (1 + 6) 
2(1 + 6) G 2% #([rP](x)) + cp( #(P(2kx)) G 2(1 - 6) 
which implies that 
W(m)) 
nf~!Z #([rP](m)) 
= nTp(P) = ;. 
UJ) #(lrPpJ Ia, b)) = #(P[a, b)) + #( [ rPj [a/2, b/2)). 
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Thus, 
#(P,(m)) 
~;f;,,,Wdl #(P[ lO’k, inf(lO’(k + l), m))) 
#([rP],(m)) = ~p;~~(m’k)’ #([rP][lO’k, inf(lO’(k + I). m))) 
~;f;,ocmlW 
= #(P[ lO’k, inf(lO’(k + l), m))) 
~~~~,~Wk)l C;ogozClOlk,l # $ inf(lo’(:u+ l>- m> j  j  ’ 
Similar arguments to those in part (a) show that 
as [a, b) gets large, and the result follows. 
LEMMA 2. (a) Zf n,(A) exists, then n,,(rA) = n,(A). 
(b) Zf n,,(Z?) exists, then n,,(2B) = in,,. 
ProoJ (a) is a straightforward exercise. 
(b) By the Prime Number Theorem, #(P(m/2))/#(P(m)) --$ $. 
Hence, by Lemma l(a), #([zP](m/2))/#([rP](m))-+ i. 
Now, #( [ 2B] (m)) = #(B(m/2)), so that 
#([2Bl@)) #(wQ)) 7N~PlW2)) 1 
#([zP](m>) = #([rP](m/2)) x #([sP](m)) - -?@)* 
THEOREM. Zf j, is dejked on all sets [rPlk and satisfies Axioms (i)-(iv) 
then.iP([rPlk) = log,,((k + 1)/k). 
Proof 2([rP],)=([rP],U [rP]j)-(PzUP3) and in general, 
2 j21k1 VJJ,) = (;;t: IrPl,) - (:yi; pi). 
so that the axioms imply that j,( [TPP] 1) = CyyILp ’ j,( [tP],). 
Then, mjp([~P],)=~~~;‘jp([tP],), and, since C:fk:i;ljp([rP],)= 1, it 
follows that [mj,([rP],)] = [m log,, 21, and hence, j,([rP],) = log,, 2. 
Following the above argument, j,([zP] 1) + j,( [rP]*) = j,( [rP] 2) + 
jpWJ13) + jpW14) + jpWJ15>~ so that jp([rPll) = jp(lrP13) +jpW%> + 
jp([rP15). Then, j,([rP],> + mj,([rP],> = ~~“?-‘~‘jp([rP]k) and 
[jp([rPlz) + mj,([rP],)] = [log,,(3/2) + m log,, 21. Since log,, 2 is irra- 
tional, ((m log,, 2) mod 1: m = 0, 1, 2,...} is a uniformly distributed set in the 
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interval [0, 1) [3], and it follows that j,([rP],) = log,,(i). An extension of 
this argument gives j,([rP],) = log,,((k + 1)/k). 
COROLLARY. Since j,(P,) = i log,,((k + 1)/k), dP(Ph) =j,(P,)/j,(P) = 
log ,,(@ + 1 j/k). 
It remains to show that there exists a density which satisfies the IRSD 
axioms. For a given set A, define the function 
x,(x) = 1 if xEA 
I . 
Then, if A c S c N, define 
m-~ ;,t, g&l) g,(A) = lim 
when the limit exists. 
Since C;“=, l/l - In(m), we call g,(A) the relative logarithmic density of A 
w.r.t. S. (It is worthwhile to note that the relative Zeta density of A w.r.t. S 
and g,(A) are related by an interchange of limits.) We show that gr,, satisfies 
the IRSD axioms. 
(0) g, is finitely additive for any set S. 
(i) It suffices to show that g,,(A) = n,,(A). (It is not true in general 
that g,(A) = n,(A).) 
Let 6 > 0 and suppose that for m > m,, 
#(A(m)) 
#WlW) - n,,(A) < h@) 
and #WWN _ 2 < 26 
WWm)) ’ 
Let m, > m,. Then, 
"(T* #([rP][(l- l)m,, Im,)) < "!Y* xTp(l) 
/Cl h /=1 
7 < #(lrPl(m,)) 
"9 #([tP][lm,, (I+ I)m,)) +F 
r, lm, 
Now, 
f: #([rpl[U- 1) 4 3 W> = #(l~Wm, mz>> 
I=1 lm, ml m2 
+ “F’ #([zP](lm,)) 1 1 --- 
,Z 4 t I Is1 1 
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Similarly, 
#([TPl(ml)) + y #Wlil~;;n(l+ 1) 4) 
/=I 1 
< 2(1 t 6) i 
m, +2 m2 ___ 
lrl(rnl) + (m, - 1) ln(m,mz) 
tqy$;;)jj. 
Also, 
and by the above argument, 
2( 1 - 8)’ PI,,(A) In (‘;!;my;) < mpp 
< 2(1 + 8)’ n,,(A) 
t 
m, t2 m2 
~ 
ln(m,) ’ Cm, - 1) ln(m,m,) 
t In (‘ifi:;‘). 
It follows that g,,(A) = n,,(A). 
(ii) ~~~, xzB(Z)/l = C;“=, xe(1)/21. From the proof that g+, satisfies 
Axiom (i), we have CF= 1 ~,~(l)/l N In In(k). 
Hence, 
Therefore. 
2-y - x,(0 
2 -/=I 1 
= 
C” XTP(O x,d) 
I 1 --j- f C2,,l -j- 
g,,(B)- 
(iii) (a) P n 2zP = 0. (b) For gzP, one can directly compute 
Axiom (iv) is obvious and thus, we have verified that g+, is an IRSD. 
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We have seen that generalizations of the relative natural density must 
agree on P,. We ask whether any two RSD’s must agree on all of their 
mutually measurable sets, and is there a (unique) density on P, of which 
every RSD is a restriction? 
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